
Welcome! This event is exclusively for those that gave to
the Campbell Team Campaign that benefitted Pure
Hope Foundation & enabled the purchase of Pure Hope
Ranch. The power of collective generosity was
exemplified through each of you. The result? Over
$300.000 was raised through your giving. When
everyone does what they can, great things happen.
More lives are being changed because of YOU!  

As a way to thank you, we hope this event will spark
your passion and purpose at an even greater level
because a life full of passion & purpose is deeply
satisfying and blesses others. 
Thank you again for your generosity,



Focus on the Solution

The 5 Keys to Living with Passion & Purpose 
with Wendy Campbell

Find a Need

Be You

Concentrate on Actions that Make a Difference

Make it a Priority
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Writing Your 
Mission Statement

PASSION| PURPOSE | LEGACY

We were all designed from the beginning of time with
a purpose in mind.

- Kathrine Lee 1

What are your 3 verbs?
____________________, ___________________, _________________

 Circle any words that stand out to you, that compel you or that make
you feel an increase in energy.



Writing Your 
Mission Statement

The moment is over in a moment but what you choose
at that moment creates your future.

- Kathrine Lee

PASSION| PURPOSE | LEGACY

What do you stand for? 

What principle, cause or value are you willing to die for or dedicate your life to?

How will others remember you?

Picture this: You're with a child and they ask,                                                       
 “What are you most proud of about your life?” What is your response?

 As a result of your life, three things have changed or shifted?

What is your core value?
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The Fomula: V3 + CV + t/w/f = Mission
________________________, _______________________, _____________________

_______________________ to/with/for __________________________________.

Vision: I live this out by/through
1.
2.
3. 
4.
5.

Goals: My first three action steps are
1.
2.
3.

Writing Your 
Mission Statement

PASSION| PURPOSE | LEGACY
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Mission & vision without action leads to regret.
- Kathrine Lee

Your mission is what you stand for. Vision is what it
looks like. Goals are how you make them come to life.

- Kathrine Lee


